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Mantra: “I understand others” 

Libras are empathic, balanced, lovers of 
beauty and style! This week focus on 
bringing balance between caring for 
others and indulging in things you find 
beautiful. If this means getting a 
manicure or visiting nature- do it!

Libra

Seek beauty in everything 
today. As you drive, pick out 
beautiful architecture 
around you. When you’re at 
work, notice the beauty 
with which your technology 
has been crafted. Before 
bed, take time to appreciate 
anything beautiful you’ve 
used to decorate your 
bedroom. 

Tip
Balance - Empathy - Beauty



CRystals

Smokey Quartz Carnelian Chrysocola 

http://cosmiccorner.storenvy.com/products/17318901-smokey-quartz-emma-egg-seer-stone-window-quartz-ema-egg-2-siz
http://cosmiccorner.storenvy.com/collections/1247355-crystals/products/17504747-tumbled-carnelian-healing-crystal-sacral-chakra-creativity-energ


Candle: Blue

COrrespondances 

Element: Air Chakra: Sacral



3 parts tulsi

1 part peppermint

1 part cinnamon

1 part cardamom

.5 part rose petals

Pour 1.5 cups hot water over  2 
TBSP tea. Steep for 10 to 15 
minutes. 

Here’s a balancing blend 
from Healing Herbal Teas!

Recipe 



Tip

The Full Moon comes at the apex of 
the moon cycle, making it a time to 
reflect on the beginning of the cycle, 
and prepare for the finale. Offer thanks 
for the work that has been completed, 
review whether or not you’re headed 
in the right direction, and then either 
change course or prepare for full 
steam ahead tomorrow. 

Make a list of all projects or 
goals that you have in progress. 
Take a moment to really 
remember all the steps you’ve 
taken towards each goal and 
why you began in the first 
place, then, decide what your 
next steps are and write them 
out beside each bullet.  

New MoonReflect - Prepare - Give 
Thanks



The moon in Libra is asks us to find beauty in every single day! Try 
journaling on this prompt: 

List all the beautiful things you see every single 
day. It can be steam rising from a cup of coffee or 

the face of your lover! Remember to really 
appreciate that beauty each day!   

Journal



Go to CosmicCornerSavannah.com 

for quizzes, articles, and a shop stocked with all the witchy stuff you 
could want! If you sign up for our Moonly Mailing List you’ll receive an 
email reminder of every full and new moon along with a kit just like 
this one giving you ideas for and information about that particular 
moon! We would love for you to become part of the Cosmic Corner 

family <3 

Love and Light, Laura Loup

Learn more

http://www.cosmiccornersavannah.com/
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